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Current Concepts Review

 Radiographic Methods 
for the Assessment of 

Polyethylene Wear 
After Total Hip Arthroplasty

BY RICHARD W. MCCALDEN, MD, FRCSC, DOUGLAS D. NAUDIE, MD, FRCSC, 
XUNHUA YUAN, PHD, AND ROBERT B. BOURNE, MD, FRCSC

Investigation performed at the Division of Orthopaedic Surgery, London Health Sciences Centre, London, Ontario, Canada

➤ All wear-measurement techniques assess femoral head penetration and therefore cannot distinguish between
true polyethylene wear and bedding-in. Multiple wear measurements that are made at different time-intervals af-
ter bedding-in has occurred are required to determine the true wear rate.

➤ Computer-assisted edge-detection techniques offer improved accuracy and precision compared with manual
techniques and appear to be ideally suited for the retrospective and prospective examination of large groups of
patients with intermediate to long-term radiographic follow-up (more than five years).

➤ While radiostereometric analysis offers improved accuracy and precision compared with computer-assisted
edge-detection techniques, widescale clinical application is limited because of its relative expense, the required
expertise, and the fact that it can only be used in a prospective fashion.

While total hip arthroplasty remains the single most effective
method for the treatment of advanced osteoarthritis of the hip,
there is general agreement that wear at the bearing surface re-
mains one of the most important factors limiting long-term
survival. The early work of Sir John Charnley involving the use
of polytetrafluorethylene (Teflon), for example, yielded disas-
trous clinical results because of accelerated in vivo wear and the
resultant debris-induced foreign-body reaction1,2. Over time, it
has become even more clear that particulate debris from high
and ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene implants plays
an important role in the development of periprosthetic osteol-
ysis and total joint replacement failure3-8. In an excellent review
article, Dumbleton et al. surveyed the literature on wear and
osteolysis around prosthetic hip implants7. That review indi-
cated that the appearance of osteolysis increases as the rate of
wear increases and that osteolysis is rarely observed in associa-
tion with a wear rate of <0.1 mm/yr. Taken together, this infor-
mation suggests that new or existing bearing surface materials
must demonstrate in vivo wear rates well below this so-called
wear threshold for osteolysis.

It is important, therefore, for surgeons to have reliable
radiographic methods or tools for measuring polyethylene

wear in vivo. The development of such techniques has evolved
over the last thirty years from manual methods9-15 to a variety
of computer-assisted techniques that can provide either two-
dimensional or three-dimensional wear estimates16-23. In addi-
tion, radiostereometric analysis has evolved and has been used
successfully to measure femoral head penetration in vivo24-29.

The purpose of the present report is to provide a com-
prehensive overview of the historical and current radiographic
methods for the assessment of polyethylene wear following to-
tal hip arthroplasty. This report will outline the strengths and
weaknesses of these techniques and will highlight their differ-
ences in terms of accuracy and precision. Finally, the present
review will explore the need to standardize methods of report-
ing wear in order to allow for useful comparisons between
techniques and to permit proper evaluation of new and exist-
ing bearing surface materials.

Relevant Concepts
All in vivo techniques estimate polyethylene wear on the basis
of femoral head penetration relative to the acetabulum, with
penetration of the head being assumed to represent the true
loss of polyethylene material. The measurement of femoral
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head penetration cannot, however, differentiate so-called
bedding-in (consisting of creep of the polyethylene and/or set-
tling of the liner) from the true loss of polyethylene material.
In other words, penetration of the femoral head relative to the
metal acetabular shell may be due to the settling of the liner
within the shell and/or permanent plastic deformation of the
polyethylene (creep), both of which will not result in the loss
of polyethylene material (wear). As will be discussed later, de-
termination of the true wear rate (after bedding-in) requires
examination of femoral head penetration at several time-
intervals. While keeping these concepts in mind, the terms wear
and femoral head penetration will be used interchangeably in
the present review, as is common practice in the literature.

In order for any measurement tool to be useful, it is nec-
essary to know its accuracy and precision (see Appendix). In
general, there has been variable reporting of these qualities in
the literature16,18,24,30-35. In part, this is a reflection of the lack of
clearly accepted definitions for both terms. In simplest terms,
accuracy is the closeness of agreement between a test result and
an accepted reference value or the true value36. One of the diffi-
culties in the determination of accuracy is related to the com-
plexity of measuring true polyethylene wear, which requires
either the use of a phantom to simulate wear or the direct mea-
surement of wear on retrieved acetabular liners, both of which
have limitations. Precision is defined as the closeness of agree-
ment between repeated measurements made under similar
conditions37. The terms precision and reproducibility often are
used interchangeably. More recently, the American Society for
Testing and Materials redefined accuracy as a function of both

bias (defined as the consistent difference between a set of mea-
surements and an accepted reference value) and precision37. The
relationship between precision, bias, and accuracy is illustrated
in Figure 1. As wear studies have involved the use of a variety of
ways to report the accuracy and precision of polyethylene wear
measurements, it is very difficult to make direct comparisons
between published techniques. When possible, the present re-
view will outline the reported accuracy and precision of the var-
ious methods of wear analysis.

Finally, wear-measurement methods can be classified on
the basis of technique (manual versus computer-assisted) or
the method of analysis (uniradiographic versus duoradio-
graphic, dual-circle versus three-dimensional coordinate sys-
tem). Wear also can be reported as two-dimensional linear
wear (that is, wear in the frontal plane), three-dimensional
linear wear (which includes wear out of the frontal plane), or
volumetric wear (which is derived from either the two-dimen-
sional or three-dimensional linear wear vectors with use of a
variety of formulae). For the purposes of the present report,
manual techniques, computer-assisted techniques (both two-
dimensional and three-dimensional), and radiostereometric
analysis techniques will be examined.

Two-Dimensional Manual Techniques
Charnley and Cupic10 originally proposed a uniradiographic
wear-measurement method that was used to determine the
distance from the prosthetic femoral head contour to the con-
trast wire of the cup on the latest follow-up radiograph. Wear
was calculated by subtracting the width of the narrowest mea-

Fig. 1

Diagram illustrating the relationship between precision, 

bias, and accuracy. Instrument A has low accuracy and low 

precision, whereas instrument B has high accuracy (the 

mean value equals the true value) but low precision. In-

strument C demonstrates high precision with poor accu-

racy and large bias, and instrument D is both accurate and 

precise. Instrument A is unusable, while instrument B can 

yield useful data if the sample size is adequate and the 

duration of follow-up is sufficient. Instrument C is precise 

but inaccurate and contains systematic error (bias). If the 

bias of the instrument can be corrected through calibra-

tion, the instrument may yield acceptable data. (Illustra-

tion kindly provided by John M. Martell, MD. Reprinted with 

permission.)
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surement in the weight-bearing area from the width of the
widest measurement in the non-weight-bearing area and di-
viding the difference by two. However, this technique did not
take magnification into consideration and it assumed that
wear occurred mainly in the vertical direction.

Charnley and Halley9 later introduced the duoradio-
graphic technique, which used the same radiographic land-
marks as seen on postoperative and follow-up radiographs.
Wear was measured by subtracting the distance from the edge
of the head to the contrast wire of the cup on the recent radio-
graph from the measured thickness of the same line on the
initial radiograph after correcting for magnification. This
method was widely adopted and used in Europe for the evalu-
ation of cemented implants. The accuracy of this technique
was reported to be ±0.5 mm9.

Scheier and Sandel38 modified the Charnley duoradio-
graphic technique by locating the center of the femoral head
with a template. The long axis of the elliptic projection of the
contrast wire was drawn, and the distances from the edges of
the femoral head to the contrast wire and from the center of
the head to the axis of the contrast wire were used to calculate
wear. Radiographic enlargement was corrected with this
method, but measurement accuracy was affected by the qual-
ity of the radiographs and by pelvic tilt.

Livermore et al.11 improved on these methods by using
concentric circles on a template to locate the center of the
femoral head and by using a compass to determine the loca-
tion of the shortest radius from the center of the femoral head
to a reference point on the acetabular cup (Fig. 2). Wear was
calculated as the difference between caliper measurements on

the initial postoperative and follow-up radiographs. All mea-
surements were corrected for magnification with use of the
known diameter of the femoral head. The accuracy of this
technique was determined by comparing radiographic mea-
surements with direct measurements of the acetabular thick-
ness of retrieved prostheses and initially was reported to be
0.075 mm (range, 0 to 0.4 mm). 

Dorr and Wan14 later described a uniradiographic method
of measuring wear that could be used for metal-backed ace-
tabular components. A line was drawn from the superior edge
of the metal acetabular component to the inferior edge. Wear
was calculated as one-half of the difference between the mea-
sured distance from the superior aspect of the femoral head to
the superior acetabular rim and the measured distance from
the inferior aspect of the femoral head to the inferior acetabu-
lar rim. All measurements were corrected for magnification
with use of the known diameter of the femoral head, but the
authors assumed wear to be horizontal and did not report the
accuracy of the technique. However, a modification of this
method has since been described; this modified technique
takes the direction of wear into account and has been associ-
ated with improved accuracy12.

Recently, Pollock et al.15 described a uniradiographic
technique that follows the dual-circle principle and involves
the use of wear templates supplied by the manufacturer. The
wear templates, which are created at 20% magnification (to
match the magnification of the radiograph), depict a cross-
sectional view of the cup and the thickness of the metal shell
and show the original position of the femoral head. Wear is
calculated by determining the remaining thickness of the

Fig. 2

Illustration depicting the duoradiographic Livermore measurement technique. The direction from the center of the femoral 

head (O) to the thinnest portion of the polyethylene (O-A) is found at the time of the final follow-up. The distance from the 

edge of the head to the margin of the cup (A-A´) is measured along this line and is subtracted from the measured polyethyl-

ene thickness along the same line on the initial radiograph. (Reprinted from: Livermore J, Ilstrup D, Morrey B. Effect of fem-

oral head size on wear of the polyethylene acetabular component. J Bone Joint Surg Am. 1990;72:518-28.)
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polyethylene liner, which is accomplished by measuring the
shortest distance between the edge of the femoral head and
the inside of the metal shell. The authors who described this
technique admitted that the measurements can be inaccurate
by as much as 0.5 mm; however, they suggested that this me-
thod is more clinically useful than other manual methods,
particularly for evaluating thinning polyethylene liners and
potential component wear-through in the office setting.

Two-Dimensional Computer-Assisted Techniques
In the 1990s, computer-assisted techniques were developed to
reduce measurement variability and to more reliably measure
femoral head penetration into the acetabular component. These
techniques involved digitizing standard radiographs to create a
computer model of the femoral head and the acetabular com-
ponent. Hardinge et al.20 introduced the MAXIMA (Manchester
X-ray Image Analysis) method of automatic image analysis.
This was a duoradiographic method in which radiographs were
digitized with a high-resolution camera, a copy stand, and a
light box in order to increase the intensity, contrast, and consis-
tency of points and lines. Reference lines were drawn interac-
tively, and software was used to analyze changes in the position
of the femoral head. This method was associated with high re-

producibility, but no clinical studies were performed and no
data on measurement accuracy were provided. 

Ilchmann et al.39 introduced the EBRA (Ein Bild Roent-
gen Analyze) method of wear measurement, which originally
was designed for migration studies. This was a duoradio-
graphic method that involved the use of a pencil, a ruler, and a
digitizing table that was connected to a personal computer
equipped with specially developed software. A grid of trans-
verse and longitudinal tangents was drawn to define the posi-
tion of the pelvis, and a simulated sphere was digitized on the
basis of the gridlines. A comparability algorithm was then em-
ployed to divide the series of radiographs into comparable
subgroups and to analyze the distance between gridlines. Wear-
time diagrams were constructed in the horizontal and vertical
directions with use of only comparable subgroups of radio-
graphs. Although laborious, the EBRA method has been shown
to have the best accuracy when compared with the Scheier-San-
del and Charnley-Duo methods39 and has been used success-
fully in Europe for clinical studies40,41.

Shaver et al.22 developed an edge-detection technique
that involved the use of digitized radiographic images. A soft-
ware program was used to compute sampling rays emanating
outward from the mathematically determined center of the
femoral head. The edges of the acetabular and femoral com-
ponents were identified with use of an edge-detection filter by
evaluating the gradients of gray-scale intensity. After correc-
tion for magnification, femoral head penetration into the ace-
tabular component was calculated with use of the dual-circle
principle. The accuracy of this technique was evaluated in a
series of laboratory benchtop studies and was reported to be
0.02 mm without supporting data. This technique was later
applied in the clinical setting and was shown to have increased
predictive accuracy, particularly for the prediction of long-
term wear on the basis of early wear measurements23.

Three-Dimensional Computer-Assisted Techniques
Devane et al.16,17 described a three-dimensional measurement
technique (PolyWare) for the measurement of polyethylene
wear in metal-backed acetabular cups. This technique relied
on computer-assisted technology to create a three-dimensional
solid model of the acetabular component and femoral head on
the basis of back projection of the radiographs (so-called
shadovw-casting) and CAD/CAM (computer-assisted design/
computer-assisted manufacturing) knowledge of the implant
(Fig. 3). With this technique, two-dimensional wear (in the
frontal plane) was estimated on the basis of serial radiographs
and three-dimensional wear was estimated by incorporating
penetration as shown on lateral radiographs. In addition, an
algorithm was used to estimate volumetric wear on the basis of
three-dimensional head penetration. In their initial article16,
Devane et al. used an acrylic phantom with a simulated head
penetration of 8.55 mm and reported a three-dimensional
accuracy of approximately 0.15 mm (on the basis of the
mean absolute difference between the measured and true
displacements) and a volume calculation that was within 8%
of the true amount of the polyethylene removed. In addition,

Fig. 3

Illustration depicting the PolyWare technique. This technique creates a 

three-dimensional solid model of the acetabular component and femo-

ral head on the basis of back-projection of the radiographs (shadow-

casting) and CAD/CAM (computer-assisted design/computer-assisted 

manufacturing) knowledge of the implant. Movement of the head rela-

tive to the acetabular shell can then be calculated in three planes. 

(Reprinted, with permission, from: Devane PA, Bourne RB, Rorabeck 

CH, MacDonald S, Robinson EJ. Measurement of polyethylene wear in 

metal-backed acetabular cups. II. Clinical application. Clin Orthop Relat 

Res. 1995:317-26.)
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on the basis of multiple observations of one good-quality
anteroposterior clinical radiograph and one good-quality
lateral clinical radiograph, they reported an interobserver
and intraobserver reproducibility of ±0.0768 and ±0.0493
mm, respectively (on the basis of the 95% confidence inter-
val of the standard error). In 1999, Devane and Horne30 re-
ported improved reproducibility and accuracy in association
with a more automated imaging protocol involving the use
of a phantom setup consisting of two 38-mm-diameter steel
balls. Recently, a completely automated version of PolyWare
has been developed; this version has been associated with
improved accuracy and precision in comparison with previ-
ous versions42.

Martell and Berdia18 described a semi-automated computer-
assisted dual-circle technique (Hip Analysis Suite [HAS]) that
was based on edge detection and vector analysis of digital radio-
graphs (so called shadow-comparing) for the determination of
polyethylene wear in metal-backed acetabular components
(Fig. 4). This novel technique demonstrated approximately
ten times better interobserver repeatability (a measure of pre-
cision) compared with the Livermore technique performed
with either manual calipers or a digitizing tablet. In an analy-
sis of fourteen retrieved acetabular liners, the wear estimates
derived with use of the computer-assisted technique differed
by an average of 0.08 mm in comparison with the actual wear
(as measured with use of an ultrasonic probe), which was
substantially better than the estimates made with use of the
Livermore technique. In addition, there was good agreement
between the computer-assisted wear measurements and 2.0
mm of simulated wear (using a phantom setup in which Lu-
cite was used to simulate soft-tissue absorption and scatter ef-
fects). More recently, Martell et al.19 reported on the use of this
technique to provide three-dimensional wear data on penetra-
tion as seen on the lateral radiograph. The authors reported
that three-dimensional analysis detected approximately 10%
more wear than two-dimensional analysis did, but, because of
the poor quality of the lateral radiographs, its repeatability
was four times worse. They reasoned that the limited im-
provement in wear detection, coupled with the inferior re-
peatability, limits the usefulness of three-dimensional edge-
detection techniques. Recently, Bragdon24 demonstrated that
the true accuracy and precision of the three-dimensional Mar-
tell technique could be maintained with use of two oblique
projections, thus avoiding the problems associated with the
cross-table lateral projection. Since their introduction, both
techniques (Devane’s PolyWare and Martell’s Hip Analysis
Suite) have been used extensively in the literature to assess in
vivo polyethylene wear16-19,30,43-48.

Radiostereometric Analysis
In the early 1970s, Göran Selvik introduced roentgen ste-
reophotogrammetric analysis, now commonly referred to as
radiostereometric analysis (RSA)49. Radiostereometric analysis
is a highly accurate imaging technique that involves implant-
ing tiny radiopaque (tantalum) beads in the human skeleton
and around orthopaedic prostheses or hardware, thus allow-

ing for the evaluation of three-dimensional micromotion50.
Initially, radiostereometric analysis focused on measuring mi-
cromotion of prosthetic implants, but it has since been used
for many orthopaedic applications, including the measure-
ment of polyethylene wear25,29,39,50-64.

The measurement of polyethylene wear with use of ra-
diostereometric analysis has been described for both metal-
backed and non-metal-backed components. For metal-backed
acetabular components, tantalum markers are inserted into
the polyethylene liner29,54 or attached to the end of specially de-
signed towers that are locked into the metal shell65. For non-
metal-backed components, markers usually are placed in the
periacetabular bone or in the periphery of the component.
Postoperatively, the patient is positioned over a specialized
calibration cage and two simultaneous radiographs are made
(Fig. 5). The three-dimensional position of the femoral head
with respect to the implanted beads can then be precisely de-
termined over time with use of specialized computer software
based on the cage coordinate system. The methodological de-
tails of radiostereometric analysis and corresponding software
have been fully described32,49,66,67. The minimum requirement
for three-dimensional wear measurement is visualization of at

Fig. 4

Radiograph demonstrating the basic principles of the computer-assisted 

dual-circle technique. The femoral head center and the acetabular cen-

ter are determined on the basis of edge detection, and motion of the 

femoral head center (with respect to the acetabular center) is deter-

mined with use of vector analysis (A→B), where A is original head cen-

ter (center of gray dashed line) and B is head center at the time of 

follow-up (center of black dashed line) on serial radiographs. This tech-

nique does not assume that the femoral head center and acetabular 

centers are identical initially.
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least three noncollinear markers and accurate visualization of
the edge of the femoral head54. Wear often is reported as proxi-
mal migration (vertical movement) and total migration (three-
dimensional wear)60.

Baldursson et al.51 were the first investigators to use
radiostereometric analysis to evaluate acetabular wear follow-
ing total hip arthroplasty. Since then, three Swedish groups
(from Lund39,63,64, Malmö58-62, and Umeå/Göteborg25,29,54-57) have
reported extensively on the use of radiostereometric analysis as
a wear-measurement tool. There has been considerable variabil-
ity in the reported wear rates as these studies have employed dif-
ferent radiostereometric analysis methods (such as placing
beads in the polyethylene as opposed to into the periacetabular
bone) and have examined a number of different implant de-
signs and bearing surface materials. One common feature, how-
ever, has been the consistent difference between total migration
and proximal migration, indicating the presence of so-called
“out of plane” wear. Bragdon24, in a recent study of a cohort of
patients with modular metal-backed shells who had been fol-
lowed prospectively for five years after total hip replacement, re-

ported that the so-called steady-state two-dimensional wear
rate (after a bedding-in period) as measured with radiostereo-
metric analysis was substantially (approximately 40%) lower
than that measured with Martell’s Hip Analysis Suite. One pos-
sible explanation for the reported difference in head penetra-
tion, and a potential benefit of radiostereometric analysis over
edge-detection techniques, may be related to the fact that ra-
diostereometric analysis measurements are made from the rim
of the liner and thus any settling of the liner within the metal
shell does not affect the measurements.

Recently, Digas et al.29,57 used radiostereometric analysis
to evaluate head-penetration rates associated with conven-
tional and highly cross-linked polyethylene in hips with ce-
mented and uncemented sockets. In the group of hips with
all-polyethylene cemented sockets, radiostereometric analysis
demonstrated a 50% reduction in proximal wear in associa-
tion with highly cross-linked polyethylene (as compared with
conventional polyethylene) on the basis of radiographs made
with the patient standing. In the group of hips with cement-
less modular sockets, radiostereometric analysis demonstrated

Fig. 5

Illustration depicting the principles of radiostereometric analysis. The space surrounding the implant is calibrated with use of a calibration cage con-

taining tantalum markers. Analysis of wear is based on two simultaneous radiographs, each made at an angle of 40° relative to each other. Motion 

of the femoral head in three-dimensional space with respect to markers on the acetabular component is reported as three-dimensional wear. Inset 

A shows characteristic radiostereometric analysis setup with beads in bone around the acetabulum (to measure cup migration) and in the rim of the 

polyethylene (to measure femoral head penetration). Inset B shows an alternate method, with beads located on towers attached to the metal shell 

(to measure femoral head penetration).
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a 62% reduction in proximal wear and a 31% reduction in to-
tal (three-dimensional) head penetration in association with
highly cross-linked polyethylene (as compared with the con-
ventional polyethylene) on the basis of radiographs made with
the patient in the supine position.

Assessment of the Accuracy and 
Precision of Wear Techniques
Several important investigations have been undertaken to explore
the accuracy and precision of the various manual, computer-
assisted, and radiostereometric analysis techniques24,31,33-35. In the
study by Barrack et al.35, wear estimates that were made with use
of five different manual techniques and two computer-assisted
versions of the Livermore technique were compared with wear
measurements that were made with use of shadowgraph tech-
nique13 on twenty-one retrieved liners. The authors found a sig-
nificant correlation between the radiographic and direct wear
measurements with use of linear regression analysis (p = 0.036
to 0.00022); however, there was considerable variability be-
tween techniques. They concluded that radiographic wear mea-
surements that are made with use of these techniques should be
considered qualitative rather than quantitative. In addition,
they thought that the addition of computer digitization to en-
hance manual methodology did not improve accuracy.

More recently, Hui et al.31 reported that wear estimates
that had been made with use of the Devane and Martell tech-
niques were highly correlated with the actual measurements
of two and three-dimensional linear and volumetric wear
that were made with use of a coordinate-measuring machine
for seventeen retrieved acetabular liners of a single design.
The authors found some error or bias in association with
both techniques (with PolyWare underestimating wear and
the Hip Analysis Suite overestimating wear); the absolute
difference between the radiographic estimates and the mea-
sured wear was approximately 19% (range, 13% to 24%). Al-
though they thought that the use of these techniques was
acceptable in their series of implants with high wear rates
(>0.2 mm/yr) and long-term follow-up, the study did not
clearly validate the use of these techniques for the evaluation
of implants with less wear or shorter follow-up. In addition,
the precision of the techniques (as determined with use of
standard variance component analysis) ranged from 0.414
mm for PolyWare to 0.242 mm for the Hip Analysis Suite,
leading the authors to question the ability of either tech-
nique to accurately measure early polyethylene wear when
total penetration may be only 0.2 to 0.3 mm. 

Using both a phantom apparatus and retrieved acetabular
liners, Ebramzadeh et al.33 demonstrated that computerized
wear methods (such as PolyWare and the Hip Analysis Suite)
offered greater accuracy (calculated as the absolute error from
the true wear) than a variety of manual methods did. However,
the greatest improvement in accuracy was seen when the meth-
ods were used to evaluate laboratory radiographs (that is, radio-
graphs of the hip phantom apparatus that were made in the
laboratory); less improvement was observed when the methods
were used to evaluate clinical radiographs. Similarly, Collier et

al.34, with use of an acrylic phantom designed to simulate zero
wear, reported acceptable reproducibility but limited accuracy
in association with both PolyWare and the Hip Analysis Suite.
They thought that the limited accuracy of these computerized
methods was due to the difficulty of correctly determining the
position of the head relative to the acetabulum when the phan-
toms were subjected to changes in the radiographic tube posi-
tion and pelvic position similar to those that would occur in
vivo. However, in a recent study involving the use of a phantom
hip model and American Society for Testing and Materials
definitions, Bragdon24 reported an accuracy of 0.054 mm and
a precision of 0.022 mm in association with the Hip Analysis
Suite. In spite of any concerns regarding their accuracy, these
techniques have been used to report significant differences
between modern low-wear surfaces (such as highly cross-
linked polyethylene) and conventional polyethylene at the
time of early follow-up45,68,69.

With respect to accuracy and precision, radiostereometric
analysis has been repeatedly and widely validated with use of
mathematical analyses70-74, test-retest investigations28,54,56,57,75-77,
and phantom studies59,65,78-85. Recently, radiostereometric analysis
was upgraded from an analog system to a digital system27,66,86

and improved accuracy was demonstrated in association with
the digital system28,79,85. Bragdon et al.65 performed a sophisti-
cated phantom study to evaluate the accuracy of radiostereo-
metric analysis as a wear-measurement tool. Under ideal
conditions (using beads attached to the femoral component),
the accuracy was 0.033 mm for the medial direction, 0.022
mm for the superior direction, 0.086 mm for the posterior
direction, and 0.055 mm for the resultant three-dimensional
vector with corresponding precisions (at the 95% confidence
level) of 0.0084, 0.0055, 0.016, and 0.0135 mm, respectively.
Of note, the accuracy was slightly decreased when the femoral
head center (as opposed to beads attached to the femoral
component) was used to measure penetration, which represents
the easiest method to apply in the clinical setting. Using a
similar phantom hip setup, Bragdon et al.79 demonstrated
superior accuracy and precision in association with digital as
compared with conventional radiography and reported no
substantial change in accuracy when the use of beads attached
to the acetabular towers was compared with the use of beads
inserted in the periphery of the acetabular liner. This was
an important finding because beads can be more easily
inserted into the acetabular liner in the clinical setting. A
recent study by McCalden et al.87 involving phantoms
confirmed the superior accuracy and precision of radiostereo-
metric analysis as compared with both manual and computer-
assisted techniques, especially for the measurement of simulated
wear of <1 mm.

In the clinical setting, where the absence of a so-called
gold standard or true value makes the determination of accu-
racy impossible, the precision of radiostereometric analysis as
a tool for assessing wear has been measured with use of a test-
retest protocol. Digas et al.57 reported a precision of 0.13 mm
for the transverse axis, 0.10 mm for the longitudinal axis, 0.20
mm for the sagittal axis, and 0.22 mm for the three-dimen-
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sional total on the basis of the absolute mean value (+2.7 stan-
dard deviations) of the differences between two subsequent
radiostereometric analysis examinations (performed fifteen
minutes apart) in forty-five patients. Recently, Röhrl et al.56

evaluated the precision of wear measurements by repeating
133 radiostereometric analysis examinations after slight re-
positioning of the patient and found the longitudinal axis
precision to be 0.15 mm (95% confidence interval). A sum-
mary of the published wear-assessment techniques, includ-
ing their reported and calculated accuracy and precision, is
provided in Table I.

In addition to accuracy and precision, there also is the
concept of a detection limit for a given technique. This con-
cept refers to the minimum magnitude of wear that can be re-
liably detected with use of a given technique. While this
concept has not been explored directly in the literature, it is
addressed indirectly by all attempts to define accuracy and
precision for a given technique. For instance, if a given tech-
nique has a measured accuracy of 0.1 mm (100 µm), then it
cannot be expected to reliably measure wear at levels below
this value. This was confirmed in a recent study by McCalden
et al.87 in which all techniques were unable to reliably measure
simulated penetration of <0.15 mm. That study showed that
radiostereometric analysis was clearly the most effective method
for measuring small amounts of penetration and therefore
should be used for measuring low-wear bearings such as
highly cross-linked polyethylene. It should be noted that the
bedding-in process often results in 0.1 to 0.15 mm of head
penetration in the first twelve to twenty-four months, thus
placing head penetration in the range of measurable wear for
both radiostereometric analysis and computer-assisted edge-
detection techniques.

Controversies in Wear Analysis
Two-Dimensional, Three-Dimensional, 
and Multiple-Vector Wear Analysis
Controversy remains with regard to the benefit of or need for
the measurement of three-dimensional wear, that is to say,
wear occurring outside of the frontal plane. Many authors
have questioned the need for three-dimensional analysis be-
cause the majority of wear can be measured on anteropos-
terior radiographs alone and because decreased precision has
been associated with the analysis of lateral radiographs19,31,47,48,88.
In contrast, other authors have maintained that three-
dimensional analysis is required for accurate wear assess-
ment16,17,30,43,44,89-92. In addition, the evidence of multiple wear
vectors on retrieved polyethylene liners13,89-92 suggests that the
accuracy and precision of wear measurement techniques,
which assume a single wear vector, will be limited and may
underestimate true wear. However, Hui et al.31 demonstrated
that the polyethylene wear of retrieved liners was not substan-
tially underestimated with use of the Hip Analysis Suite and
PolyWare, which assume a single wear vector. Furthermore,
the vast amount of evidence linking osteolysis with head pene-
tration has been performed with use of two-dimensional wear
techniques7,8. Moreover, the calculation of volumetric wear
(derived from complex formulae on various assumptions,
with use of either the two or three-dimensional vector
data13,16,18,90,93) may have little benefit compared with the report-
ing of two or three-dimensional penetration rates alone.

The Bedding-in Phenomenon
There is substantial evidence and general agreement that a
considerable amount of the head penetration that occurs
within the first years following the index procedure repre-

TABLE I Summary of Reported Wear-Measurement Techniques ➤

Wear Analysis 
Technique* Method† Technique

Edge 
Detection

Charnley and Halley9 Uniradiographic Manual No

Dorr and Wan14/Kang et al.12 Uniradiographic Manual No

Livermore et al.11 Duoradiographic Manual No

Hardinge et al.20 (MAXIMA technique) Duoradiographic Computer No

Ilchmann et al.39 (EBRA technique) Dual circle Computer No

Pollock et al.15 (templating) Uniradiographic Manual No

Shaver et al.22/Pedersen et al.23 Dual circle Computer Yes

Martell and Berdia18 Dual circle Computer Yes

Devane et al.16 3D coordinate Computer Yes

Bragdon et al.65 (RSA) 3D coordinate Computer Yes

Digas et al.57 (RSA) 3D coordinate Computer Yes

*MAXIMA= Manchester X-ray Image Analysis, EBRA = Ein Bild Roentgen Analyze, RSA = radiostereometric analysis. †3D = three-dimensional.
‡2D = two-dimensional, 3D = three-dimensional. §The accuracy and precision as reported in original article are provided, when possible.
#Accuracy (based on root mean square error [RMSE]; see Appendix) and precision (based on American Society For Testing and Materials
[ASTM] criteria; see Appendix) were calculated on the basis of original published data, when possible. (The calculated accuracy and precision
values were kindly provided by John M. Martell, MD. Reprinted with permission.) 
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sents the bedding-in phenomenon, a combination of settling
of the modular liner and creep of the polyethylene23,47,48,88,94

(Fig. 6). In general, the steady-state (true) wear rate can be
determined either retrospectively by plotting wear against
time48 or prospectively by determining when the wear rate
stabilizes (that is, when interval wear rates are not signifi-
cantly different19). To date, there is no clear standard for re-
porting wear with regard to defining a starting point or
differentiating between steady-state wear and wear that in-
cludes bedding-in. Standardizing methods of reporting in
vivo wear becomes even more difficult as bedding-in and
creep may be unique to the acetabular design, the population
of patients studied, and the type of polyethylene used. Accu-
rate and meaningful determination of the true rate of poly-
ethylene wear may require starting wear analysis at twelve to
twenty-four months postoperatively, after the majority of
bedding-in has occurred. With regard to the reporting of
wear, there may be little value to including head penetration
that occurs during the first year other than to identify the
amount and completion of the bedding-in process.

Image Quality and Positioning Issues
The performance (accuracy and precision) of all radiographic
wear-analysis techniques is dependent on image quality and
reproducible patient positioning. Efforts to standardize the
radiographic technique and patient positioning (for example,
by ensuring that proper anteroposterior pelvic radiographs
are made with the acetabular position being comparable be-
tween intervals and by ensuring that good-quality lateral ra-
diographs are made with the plate perpendicular to the
beam) should improve image quality and allow for the best
possible analysis. In addition, the evolution from analog to

digital films should improve image quality (by eliminating
the need to convert analog films to digital images with use of
a scanner), thus improving both the precision and the accu-
racy of these techniques, as already demonstrated with ra-
diostereometric analysis techniques28,79,85.

TABLE I (continued)

Type of Wear 
Reported‡

Reported 
Accuracy§ (mm)

Reported 
Precision§ (mm)

Calculated Accuracy 
(RMSE)# (mm)

Calculated Precision 
(ASTM)# (mm)

2D 0.35-0.5

2D 0.17 3.05 1.96 1.31

2D 0.075 2.18 1.64 0.62 

2D

2D 0.11

2D 0.52-0.60 0.25 0.06

2D 0.2 0.047 0.01

2D, 3D, volumetric 0.08 0.004-0.060 0.033 0.072

2D, 3D, volumetric 0.15 0.0493-0.0768 0.025 0.006-1.07

2D, 3D 0.022-0.086 0.0084-0.0135 0.065 0.067

2D, 3D 0.10-0.22

Fig. 6

The apparent wear rate from time 0 to point D includes bedding-in 

(polyethylene creep and liner settling) and is higher (as indicated by 

a greater slope) than the true steady state wear rate (line A-D). The 

magnitude of the bedding-in effect can be estimated by the Y inter-

cept of line A-D (1.4 mm). In this example, the true wear rate can be 

estimated by the slope of the line fitting the data from two to eight 

years. (Reprinted from: Sychterz CJ, Engh CA Jr, Yang A, Engh CA. 

Analysis of temporal wear patterns of porous-coated acetabular com-

ponents: distinguishing between true wear and so-called bedding-in. 

J Bone Joint Surg Am. 1999;81:821-30.)
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It remains controversial, however, whether supine or
standing radiographs are required to accurately determine fem-
oral head penetration. While some authors have demonstrated
differences between weight-bearing and non-weight-bearing
radiographs57,95, most authors have reported no difference be-
tween the wear measured on supine radiographs and that mea-
sured on standing radiographs24,29,96,97. Although weight-bearing
radiographs may ensure that the femoral head is in contact with
the polyethylene, this is perhaps most relevant in the early post-
operative period, when muscle tone may not have returned;
thus, such radiographs probably are not necessary for subse-
quent examinations.

Along these same lines, problems with image quality,
lack of standardized patient positioning, and poor muscle
tone in the early postoperative period may lead to the calcula-
tion of outlier data or negative wear. With a properly powered
study, however, these potentially spurious results should have
little impact on the calculation of mean head penetration
rates. Outlier data and instances of negative wear should
nonetheless be reported in all studies of wear.

Overview
All in vivo wear-assessment methods are used to measure
femoral head penetration and therefore cannot distinguish
between true polyethylene wear and bedding-in of the liner.
Nevertheless, these tools provide clinically relevant infor-
mation because there is a clear association between mea-
sured femoral head penetration and the development of
periprosthetic osteolysis, suggesting a so-called wear thresh-
old. Computer-assisted edge-detection techniques offer im-
proved accuracy and precision compared with manual
techniques and appear to be ideally suited for the retrospec-
tive and prospective examination of large groups of patients
with intermediate to long-term radiographic follow-up (more
than five years). Radiostereometric analysis offers improved
accuracy and precision compared with edge-detection com-
puter-assisted techniques and therefore is best suited for the
examination of modern low-wear bearing surfaces such as
highly cross-linked polyethylene, particularly at the time of
early follow-up at two to three years. However, the widescale
clinical application of radiostereometric analysis may be lim-
ited because of its relative expense (requiring a well-trained
dedicated technician, a specific calibration cage and radio-
graphic suite, and computer software), the required expertise,
and the fact that it can only be used in a prospective fashion
(with the implantation of tantalum beads and specialized
postoperative radiographic examinations).

There remains a need for agreement on the definitions
and techniques used for the determination of accuracy and
precision of new and existing wear-measurement tools. Re-
cent work has provided a standard to facilitate future clinical
and experimental studies of radiographic wear measure-
ments following total hip arthroplasty98. This standard pro-
vides suggestions with respect to the type of radiographic
projections, the criteria for the inclusion and exclusion of
images to be studied, and the conversion of analog to digital

images for both radiostereometric analysis and computer-
assisted edge-detection techniques.

While the accuracy and precision of the wear-measure-
ment technique are undoubtedly important, the real issue is
whether a given technique is sensitive enough to detect wear-
rate differences that are biologically important, that is, above
or below the threshold of osteolysis. In this way, computer-
assisted edge-detection techniques have met this standard as
they have been used almost exclusively to define the so-
called wear threshold with conventional polyethylene. In the
case of highly cross-linked polyethylene, for which the po-
tential for osteolysis has not been established, radiostereo-
metric analysis may be required to define any possible wear
threshold because of the low rate of head penetration. Stan-
dardized methods of reporting in vivo wear, such as report-
ing the true wear rate following bedding-in, will allow for
useful comparisons between wear techniques and will help
to identify any true differences in wear between different im-
plants or materials.

Appendix
An appendix showing the mathematical formulae used
for the calculation of precision and accuracy is available

with the electronic versions of this article, on our web site at
jbjs.org (go to the article citation and click on “Supplementary
Material”) and on our quarterly CD-ROM (call our subscrip-
tion department, at 781-449-9780, to order the CD-ROM).
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